
In the Chinese year of the pig, the two experienced but unemployed  
musicians, siRwEbbsTer and Tingeltangel-Clerkman formed a new band  
after a night of drinking in a dark cellar in Zurich with the aim of not  
compromising in any way! They quickly agreed that the line-up should  
be kept as small as possible to keep the flexibility of the band as high as 
possible and to avoid having to take too many opinions into consideration.  
So siRwEbbsTer became the singer without further ado. The search for  
a suitable drummer turned out to be more difficult. After thE DorKs  
thought they had found a soulmate in Karl Klerus, he moved overseas  
and the whole search started all over again!

It wasn’t until the year of the dragon that Count Rufus was found  
as a drummer who could fulfill the high expectations and meet  
the demands. The joy of playing quickly returned, and the colorful troupe  
grew together so that they were soon touring together on all kinds  
of stages in Switzerland!

After “museum-space-indie-pop-punk-rock” and “underground rock’n’roll”,  
thE DorKs describe their current sound as “Nasty Folk”, which is influenced  
by such great musicians as Tom Waits, Primus, Kaizers Orchestra and  
John Frusciante! The latest songs tell the almost unbelievable story of  
an unhappy love triangle that took place on board the MS LUCY MARIE  
a little over a hundred years ago and culminated in the tragic sinking  
of the ship! The unique voice of singer siRwEbbsTer with the aim of not  
compromising in any way, and his double bass in combination with the beats 
of Count Rufus and the sounds of Tingeltangel-Clerkman’s guitar make  
the tragedy a reality and every DorKs concert an unforgettable experience.
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